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I. Concept
definitions
…defining the concepts is very important to ensure we talk about
the same things – includes also some recap from Tuesday

Our governance frame
Governance is a multifaceted
and fluid concept = makes
governance analysis both
fascinating and tricky!
 Important to start with
the three key elements:
1) Actors
2) Institutions
3) Interactions
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Actors & stakeholders
Stakeholders are actors that
have agency (stake) regarding
a particular social function

Actors are the players

A particular social function
& related governance context

of governance. They are
individuals, formal and informal
groups, and organisations.
Stakeholders and actors can usually be used interchangeably
 We use the term actor, as the term stakeholder may exclude some key actors:
e.g. a river basin organisation may carry out a stakeholder analysis that excludes
6
the RBO itself – even when it is a key actor in the governance of that river

Agency & interaction
Agency is an actor’s ability
and power to pursue goals
 Agency can be seen as a physical
quantity (’suure’), which has:
MAGNITUDE (an actor’s capability
to achieve something)
DIMENSION/DIRECTION
(an actor’s desire towards something)

Interaction refers to
interconnections
between actors
 Interactions create and
re-create actor-networks
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Institutions (recap from Tuesday)
Institutions are social arrangements that
shape and regulate behaviour and persist.
Institution refers to a particular set of
rules, norms, and power relations that
characterise interactions between a set of actors.
Institutions limit and regulate,
but also allow and enable social action.
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Formal and informal institutions?
Formal: Traffic rules

Informal: Table manners

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Designed, intentional
Specified roles and rules
Separate body for governance
Ruling by incentives
and sanctions
• Defined desired state

Pieced together, improvised
Blurred roles and rules
No separate decision-making body
Based on informal relationships
Several desired states
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For more: Cleaver, F. 2012. Development Through Bricolage: Rethinking Institutions for Natural Resources Management. London and New York: Routledge.
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Asking both how and why
• Governance analysis should describe HOW governance
is arranged (i.e. what are the three key elements)
…but also analyse WHY it works the way it does and
WHY it succeeds or fails to address the social function
How? = descriptive analysis of governance (what it is?)
Why? = critical analysis of governance (does it work?)
 Critical analysis can focus on e.g.:
• Governance processes such as knowledge production, science-policy
interface, decision-making, implementation and power relations
• The characteristics of governance: see e.g. the OECD principles of good
governance or Ostrom’s design principles for robust governance (Dietz et al., 2003)

Is governance good or bad?
• We often think that governance should be
‘good’ or meaningful, or that it is value-based
(i.e. promoting some values that we feel are important such as equity)

 In reality, governance as such is neutral:
it doesn’t have quality or it is not value-based
 There can thus also be well-functioning and effective
‘bad’ governance (e.g. dictatorships)

• Yet, we typically aim for ‘good’ governance
 Also in this course you should think if your Case Study
governance is ‘good’ i.e. making things better

Good (water) governance?
But how then to define what is good governance?
 OECD has recognised 3 categories + 12 principles for water governance
1) EFFECTIVENESS: contribution of governance to define clear
sustainable water policy goals and targets at all levels of government,
to implement those policy goals, and to meet expected targets
2) EFFICIENCY: contribution of governance to maximise the benefits of
sustainable water management and welfare at the least cost to society
3) TRUST & ENGAGEMENT: relate to the contribution of governance to
building public confidence and ensuring inclusiveness of stakeholders
through democratic legitimacy and fairness for society at large.
Your Reading Material for today!

http://www.oecd.org/env/watergovernanceprogramme.htm

OECD Principles on
Water Governance

Your Reading Material for today!

http://www.oecd.org/env/watergovernanceprogramme.htm

OECD Principles on
Water Governance

”A framework to understand whether water
governance systems are performing optimally
and help to adjust them where necessary”
You can keep these in mind for your
Case Study and note if something is
working especially well (or not)
 Can help to focus your critical analysis, too!
Your Reading Material for today!

http://www.oecd.org/env/watergovernanceprogramme.htm
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II. Conducting
governance
analysis

Three phases
1. Analysis context
What is our governance context, and related system(s)?
Can we define a social function?

2. Analysis framework
What is our perspective?
How we frame our analysis: where to focus?

3. Analysis methods
How we conduct the actual analysis?
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1. Analysis context
…gives you the underlying objective and meaning for the analysis
…defining the social function
…setting context helps to draw your system boundaries:
what to include and –importantly- what to exclude

1. Analysis context
2. Analysis framework
3. Analysis methods

Your governance system
and related context?
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Governance system?
• In this course, your governance system
is determined by your Case Study!
 Tells the scale of your analysis (global, macro-regional, subnational, local) as well as its context and key aspects
 Sets also partly the context (= social function)

•

Yet, there is still a lot for you to decide

 What is the specific social function you want to concentrate on?
 Defining the actual research question your analysis focuses on
 These are important as they dictate your three governance
elements and what your critical analysis should focus on!
 Be clear what to include and what to exclude
 Start with a tight focus, and broaden if needed
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2. Analysis framework
…is a chosen perspective for studying your governance system
…gives you the foundation to conduct the actual analysis
…grounds your analysis and its results: after carrying out the
actual analysis, you use the analytical framework to put your results
into broader context (incl. comparison to other similar studies)

1. Analysis context
2. Analysis framework
3. Analysis methods

Analysis framework?
• In this course, also the general analysis
framework is given = our governance frame!
 Tells the key elements to be included in your analysis
(actors, institution, interactions)
 But you can modify it if needed; may not be
the most suitable for some governance contexts
• Note: the governance frame is a simplified version of
more elaborated governance frameworks: you can use
also these if you want (see next slides)

 These may also be handy for your critical analysis
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Other governance frameworks: examples
NOTE: Three key elements present in these as well

IAD = Institutional Analysis and Development
Ostrom, E. 2010. Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of
Complex Economic Systems. American Economic Review 100 (3): 641–72.

Franks, T. & Cleaver, F. (2007).Water governance and poverty:
a framework for analysis, Progress in Development Studies, 7:291.
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Other frameworks, too
Many other frameworks related to water exist, too
 These may help you to frame your analysis and define your system

Nexus approaches;
water security

IWRM i.e. Integrated Water
Resources Management
Socio-ecological systems;
planetary boundaries
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Source: OECD 2014. INVENTORY. Existing Tools, Practices and Guidelines to Foster
Governance in the Water Sector.

…there is more!
• Practically unlimited number of
combinations of frameworks and
guidelines to water governance
e.g. OECD (2014) lists over 120 analytical
water governance frameworks/approaches
 Why so many? Because every governance
context is different and there are differing
theoretical orientations to study governance

14.1.2021
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So which framework to use?
To make your life easier, also the general analysis
framework is given = our governance frame!
Remember: you can
modify the framework
if needed (but please
discuss with us first)
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3. Analysis methods
…aim at fulfilling the analysis purpose on the basis of the analysis framework
…are a means of executing an analysis successfully and purposefully
…represent the chosen ways of data collection and analysis

1. Analysis context
2. Analysis framework
3. Analysis methods

Methods get you there!
• After defining your context and framework, you need to
start collecting and analysing information on your Case
 This is done through a set of methods
• Good news: there are plenty of different methods
Bad news: there are plenty of different methods
 Start by testing different methods in a simple manner,
then decide which ones are most relevant and useful
for your specific Case and focus on those
 Also, move step-by-step and make sure you cover
all key aspects related to your analysis framework
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Steps to take in your analysis
Defining your Governance Context

Recommended to use following steps in your analysis:
• Identifying main actors
• Categorisation of actors

• Recognising
key institutions

• Investigating the relationships and interactions
between the actors

• Defining key
interactions between
institutions

• Defining key interactions between institutions & actors
• 'Critical analysis": how well the governance arrangement
fulfills the intended Social Function and why?

There are
several
possible
methods
for all
these steps

Which methods to use in different steps?
Reed et al. (2009) provides a really nice set of methods for key
steps of stakeholder/governance analysis: make use of it!
ADDITIONAL
STEP 4:
INSTITUTIONS

Modified from Reed et al. (2009). Who’s in and why? A typology of stakeholder analysis methods for
natural resource management. Journal of Environmental Management 90 (2009) 1933–1949.
 Available in your Reading Material
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Identifying key actors and institutions
• Main method for you is literature review:
you can make use of ‘snowballing’ technique
 Searching first for key material (legislation, web pages,
scientific articles), and then use the references and
key words in that material to find further material
 Also use our guest lecturers and mentors for
finding the key material = interviews & dialogues
(provides thus also methodological triangulation)
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Categorisation of actors (& institutions)
Impactinfluence
matrix

“subjects”

“key actors”

 Include the main ones

 Include all these

1/2

one handy
method for this!
- Helps to identify
and prioritise actors
- Indicates power
dynamics

“crowd”

 Mention if relevant

INFLUENCE /

“context setters”
 Include the main ones
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Categorisation of actors (& institutions)

2/2

Rainbow diagram another handy method
- Affecting versus being affected
- Influencing versus being influenced
- Dominant versus being marginalised
Test both matrix
and this, and
then choose the
one that feels
more suitable to
your case
(or use both)!

14.1.2021
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https://www.idrc.ca/sites/default/files/openebooks/418-5/index.html

Recognising the institutions
Focus on formal institutions first, such as
- Key laws and agreements
- Policies and strategies
 Note that different actors may have different institutions they use
and rely on: focus on those that are relevant for key actors
 You may apply the methods above to categorise and group different
institutions as well – or group then e.g. according to their scales

After, think also if there are relevant informal institutions that
have a major impact on social function and related governance
context (although these are typically more tricky to recognise)
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Investigating the interactions

1/2

Actor networks provide one method
to recognise and describe the main
relationships & interactions between actors

14.1.2021
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Investigating the interactions

2/2

Actor linkage table / matrix can also help to
understand + categorise key relationships & interactions

Matsaert (2002). Institutional analysis in natural resources research , DFID.

// very strong institutional linkage
/ strong institutional linkage
* hope to promote stronger linkages
(shaded areas link to case: show promoted aspects: not relevant here)

Haapala & Keskinen (2017). Influence of different discourses on the outcomes
of development policies and projects: Insights from water project
implementation in Nepal.

 Example actually not about actors per se, but can be
used in a similar way to visualise and study the
39
interactions between both actors and institutions

Feew,
many
methods!
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Additional slides
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Tip & metaphor for your analysis

Good analysis simplifies the reality, while
keeping in mind what is essential for the purpose!
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Governance vs. management
Water governance is the social function that regulates development
and management of water resources and provisions of water services
at different levels of society and guiding the resource
towards a desirable state and away from an undesirable state.
A water governance system is the interconnected ensemble of political, social,
economic and administrative elements that performs the function of water
governance. These elements embrace institutions as well as actors and their
interactions. (Pahl-Wostl, 2015)

 Management is operationalisation of a certain governance
context within a given institutional environment.
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Possible purposes of your analysis
• Learning, better understanding and explanations?
-

Purpose of science (?)
W&G course:
•
•

Learning to conduct governance analysis
Improving understanding about water governance settings

• Planning / assessment?
-

Looking forward

• Evaluation?
-

Looking back to what has happened
Lessons learned or problems remaining

• Problem-solution?
-

Identifying the problem and solution possibilities

• Other (e.g., personal…) motives?
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Mapping and
exploring
institutional
processes
 One possible method are the
“stock & flow sheets”

Bandaragoda, D. J. 2000. A framework for institutional analysis for
water resources management in a river basin context. Working
Paper 5. Colombo, Sri Lanka: International Water Management
Institute.

14.1.2021
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Conflict-cooperation matrix
This can be
particularly useful
for transboundary
water governance

Mirumachi, N. 2007. Fluxing Relations in Water History:
Conceptualizing the Range of Relations in Transboundary
River Basins. CD-R Proceedings of the 5th International
Water History Association Conference Past and Futures of
Water. 13-17 June 2007, Tampere, Finland.
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